
Interveners Supplemental Argument 

Electrical Utilities such as Nelson Hydro must have great difficulty in forecasting power generation and 
customer demand. In years where cost of generation exceeds revenue received it would be expected 
that the utility would expect to recover the shortfall in the following year. Conversely in years where 
revenue exceeds costs one might expect the utility to pass that surplus along when setting rates for the 
next year. In the application filed as exhibit B-1 at page 9 Nelson Hydro notes that there was an 
unexpected surplus of $819,137 in 2018. It is unclear what happened to those funds, but if those 
amounts were applied  against 2019  costs, on a pro rata basis between urban and rural customers,  
there would be no need for this application.  In fact at page 2 of Exhibit B-8 the applicant notes that 
there should have been a reduction of .40% to urban customers of the utility, which may be some 
acknowledgement of the surplus achieved in 2018, even after the payments for Dividend and Capital 
Reserve. It is submitted that the rural customers of Nelson Hydro should in fairness share in the good 
fortune of the Applicant in 2018. 

At page 2 of Exhibit B-1 the Applicant provides a chart showing that rural customers constitute 42.90% 
of The Applicants customer by customer count and 40.99% of energy sales. Yet in the final argument 
provided by the Applicant, and in all filed material, 82.30% of purchased energy costs are attributed to 
rural customers. Nelson Hydro argues that because the City of Nelson and its citizens paid for the costs 
of building the generating plant the main purpose of the utility is to serve city residents. The material 
provided by the Applicant repeatedly stresses that rural customers do not contribute to the Dividend or   
Capital Reserve payments made by Nelson Hydro to the City of Nelson. And yet by attributing 82% of the 
much more expensive purchased power to rural customers, and requesting that they pay for it within 
the 90-110% return on costs that has been suggested is appropriate, it is submitted that the Applicant is 
asking rural residents to indirectly subsidize urban customers.  Urban customers pay the same rate for 
much less expensive power, according to the business model. The surplus is used to pay a Dividend and 
Capital Reserve payment. While their rural neighbours, who have no choice in the matter, are to be 
responsible for more expensive power purchased from Fortis. The electrical system is not separated into 
rural and urban lines, the allocation of the cost of the vast majority of purchased power to rural 
customers is a bookkeeping exercise. The panel hearing the matter will have to determine whether this 
is fair and reasonable under the Act.  

A small quibble about return on investments to the citizens of Nelson: at Attachment 1 of Exhibit B-8,  
Municipal customers, which one assumes are actual City of Nelson offices shops etc., are shown 
numbering 86. It is anticipated that these entities will consume 4,906,857 kWh of electricity and 
produce $283,674 in revenue. By comparison with urban and rural customers in the same chart the 
power charges appear to be less than half of those to other customers. This is a small but not 
insignificant benefit to city taxpayers, and perhaps indicative of the overall approach of Nelson Hydro, 
which is, of course, a subsidiary of the City of Nelson. 

 The Memorandum Attachment 3 to Exhibit B-8 explains the results of the model used to forecast rate 
revenues. Table 4 at page 10 of the Cost of Service Study appended to Exhibit B-1, shows total revenues 
for 2017 at $19,473,000 and rate revenues at $18,354,000 as shown in the Memorandum. The 



approximate $1.1 million difference in revenue would also seem to be a significant return on investment 
for City taxpayers 

Table 4, referred to in the previous paragraph also shows an expense of 1,031,000 for amortization. If 
the Capital Reserve is used to pay for Capital acquisitions this would appear to be a case of charging 
twice for the same costs.  

In the Introduction to Exhibit B-8, Nelson Hydro notes that the Application herein should have been for 
an increase of 2.69% not 2.94%. The higher rate has already been collected from rural customers for 
almost 5 months at this point. It is submitted that, if the Panel accepts this application that this apparent 
overpayment be addressed.  

Again:  the Intervener request that the Panel of the B.C.U.C. charged with hearing this Application reject 
the application for increased rural costs, as requested by Nelson Hydro, and order a refund of amounts 
collected  on an interim basis, since April 1st 2019, pursuant to this rate increase Application. 

All of which is respectfully submitted,  
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